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The role of natural selection in the evolution of trait complexity can be characterized by testing hypothesized links between
complex forms and their functions across species. Predatory venoms are composed of multiple proteins that collectively function to
incapacitate prey. Venom complexity fluctuates over evolutionary
timescales, with apparent increases and decreases in complexity,
and yet the causes of this variation are unclear. We tested alternative hypotheses linking venom complexity and ecological sources
of selection from diet in the largest clade of front-fanged venomous snakes in North America: the rattlesnakes, copperheads,
cantils, and cottonmouths. We generated independent transcriptomic and proteomic measures of venom complexity and collated
several natural history studies to quantify dietary variation. We
then constructed genome-scale phylogenies for these snakes for
comparative analyses. Strikingly, prey phylogenetic diversity was
more strongly correlated to venom complexity than was overall
prey species diversity, specifically implicating prey species’ divergence, rather than the number of lineages alone, in the evolution
of complexity. Prey phylogenetic diversity further predicted transcriptomic complexity of three of the four largest gene families
in viper venom, showing that complexity evolution is a concerted
response among many independent gene families. We suggest that
the phylogenetic diversity of prey measures functionally relevant
divergence in the targets of venom, a claim supported by sequence
diversity in the coagulation cascade targets of venom. Our results
support the general concept that the diversity of species in an ecological community is more important than their overall number in
determining evolutionary patterns in predator trait complexity.
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D

arwin evoked an entangled riverbank when hypothesizing how natural selection could promote the evolution
and maintenance of complexity in nature (1), placing an early
focus on the link between trait evolution and species interactions. Diverse species interactions give rise to varied forms of
natural selection that are expected to favor complexity in functional traits (2, 3). The specific pressures a trait responds to
can have critical impacts on the trait’s evolutionary trajectory.
For example, a host defending against many parasites might
evolve unique defenses for each parasite species (a response to
overall community richness or species diversity) (4–7), or, alternatively, modular defensive units reserved for phylogenetically
distant parasite guilds with divergent infection strategies (8–10).
Whether the number or nature of interacting species is most relevant for understanding the evolution of trait complexity remains
unresolved (11, 12).
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Complex traits are defined by multiple components contributing to the final functional phenotype (13, 14) and often by the
amount of information in the genome required to produce them
(15). Molecular traits involved in antagonistic interactions are
emerging as models for linking trait complexity to the diversity of ecological communities because their complexity can be
precisely quantified by the number and abundance of unique
components (16–19). This allows the use of diversity metrics such
as Shannon’s H Index (16, 20) to summarize trait complexity. For
example, Shannon’s H was used to link major histocompatibility
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complex diversity with the richness of local parasite species (21,
22), as well as phytochemical defenses in plant leaves to the
α-diversity of herbivorous insects (16, 17).
Animal venoms function by disrupting homeostatic physiological processes to rapidly incapacitate prey (23) and provide the
opportunity to understand the forces mediating trait complexity
in predator–prey interactions. As protein mixtures, venom phenotype complexity can be quantified through chromatographic
separation. Additionally, the venom-gland transcriptome directly
links the venom proteome to the genotype (24–26). Transcriptomes, therefore, provide a second independent measure of
venom complexity via expressed genomic sequence complexity (14). Recent studies across several venomous lineages have
shown that the transcript (24), protein (25), and enzymatic activities (26) of venom are more complex when more prey classes are
consumed. However, these studies do not directly test alternative
hypotheses for how prey diversity may select for either reductions or increases in venom complexity. Disentangling the roles
of species richness and phylogenetic diversity of diets in the evolution of venom complexity requires taxon-wide diet and venom
characterization in a system known to exhibit adaptive evolution
of prey-specific venoms.
Functional studies of snake venom have revealed several
examples of variable complexity and evolved prey specificity.
For example, feeding solely on fish eggs has relaxed selection
in the sea snake Aipysurus eydouxii, resulting in a simplified
venom arsenal and frequent null and deleterious mutations in
venom genes (27, 28). Additionally, adaptive specialization of
snake venom function occurs toward congeneric prey species
(29) and populations (30–32). Finally, highly expressed venom
gene paralogs from the same snake can display taxonomic specificity. Paralogous three-finger toxins in the Amazon puffing
snake (Spilotes sulphureus) are alternatively lethal to mammals
or lizards (33), while snake venom metalloproteinase (SVMP)
paralogs in the Brazilian lancehead (Bothrops neuwiedi) differentially enact procoagulant function in blood of either mammals or
birds (34). Despite deep conservation of the individual metabolic
and homeostatic targets of venom (35, 36), the sequence divergence that has accumulated in these systems appears to influence venom protein function and may exert selection on venom
complexity.
Unlike other venomous groups (24, 25), dietary ecology in
viperid snakes has been researched extensively (Dataset S1 A and
B), allowing detailed quantification of dietary variation. Most
vipers feed mostly on small vertebrates, with the ancestral diet
of the clade likely being mammals, lizards, and frogs (37). Rattlesnakes (Crotalus and Sistrurus), copperheads, cottonmouths,
and cantils (Agkistrodon) comprise the largest clade of the frontfanged venomous snake species in North America, with between
45 and 64 recognized species (38). Species range widely in dietary
ecology. For example, the Timber Rattlesnake (Crotalus horridus) is a mammal specialist (39), whereas the exceptionally
diverse diet of the Florida Cottonmouth (Agkistrodon piscivorus
conanti) (40) includes fish, frogs, mammals, snakes, lizards, birds,
and even turtles. The venoms of these three genera consist of
between 10 and 70 proteins from 15 to 25 distinct gene families
(41, 42). Their venom cocktails underlie diverse functionality,
with venoms enacting neurotoxic, coagulopathic, hemorrhagic,
and myotoxic effects in accordance with their composition (41).
Functional variation also exists within gene families, where neofunctionalization has generated phospholipase A2 (PLA2 ) paralogs that produce both cytotoxic and neurotoxic functions (43,
44) and SVMP paralogs with hemorrhagic and coagulopathic
functions.
To test alternative hypotheses for the link between ecological communities and complexity, we have combined analysis of
snake diets and independent, standardized venom proteomic and
venom-gland transcriptomic complexity measures in a compara2 of 10 | PNAS
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2015579118

tive framework. We collected venom and venom-gland samples
from Agkistrodon, Crotalus, and Sistrurus across North America
to generate the largest dataset of proteomes and venom-gland
transcriptomes for this group to date (68 lineages). We generated a phylogeny by harvesting 1,525 nonvenom genetic loci
from transcriptomes and collated diet studies on these snakes.
Specifically, we tested three primary hypotheses for the evolution of venom complexity levels (shown in SI Appendix, Fig.
S1). First, if intense pairwise coevolution favored trait complexity, we expected to observe a negative relationship between
venom complexity and prey species diversity, as the intensity
of coevolutionary selection is expected to be highest when
only a few key prey species are consumed (45, 46). In contrast, if diffuse coevolution with multiple species exerted the
strongest selection on trait complexity, we predicted venom complexity to be positively associated with prey species diversity,
as diffuse coevolution is expected to be strongest when several prey species are important (17, 47). If prey divergence,
rather than the simple number of prey, exerted the strongest
selection on trait complexity, we expected venom complexity
to be correlated with phylogenetic diversity of prey consumed
and for prey phylogenetic diversity to explain more variation in complexity than prey species diversity alone (48, 49).
Finally, a lack of any relationship between dietary ecology and
venom complexity accompanied by strong phylogenetic signal in
venom complexity would support neutral evolution of complexity
levels.
Results
Phylogenetic Relationships. We inferred phylogenies using both

species-tree and concatenation approaches (Fig. 1 and SI
Appendix, Figs. S2–S4) using sequences from 169 individuals
representing 46 species of Agkistrodon, Crotalus, and Sistrurus
(71.8% of species-level diversity) (38). To capture maximum
diversity within our focal clade, we expanded our sampling to
include phylogenetically discrete subspecies and lineages with
described phylogenetic diversity, resulting in a final dataset of
9 Agkistrodon lineages, 5 Sistrurus lineages, and 54 Crotalus lineages. See SI Appendix, Results for an abbreviated discussion of
rattlesnake relationships based on our topologies. We used these
trees for phylogenetic comparative analyses of the relationship
between diet diversity and venom complexity.
Complex Genotypes Underlie Complex Phenotypes. Venom tran-

scriptomic and proteomic complexities were positively related
(R2 = 0.45, β = 0.0004, T 2,62 = 7.1, P < 0.001; Fig. 1, Inset
[scatterplot]), affirming a link between the expressed genotype
and the phenotype complexity in snake venoms. The lack of a
stronger relationship between these metrics likely underscores
the nature of our sequence data as a richer source of information. In high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC),
similar proteins may elute together as a single peak in chromatograms, potentially underrepresenting phenotype complexity
at the level of individual components. Our transcriptomic complexity measure will instead quantify such differences, while
the equal weighting of all unique sequences regardless of transcript length provides a complimentary focus on total sequence
diversity, rather than organization into transcripts. There was
phylogenetic signal in both transcriptomic complexity (Pagel’s λ
= 0.79 ± 0.014, P = 0.002) and proteomic complexity (λ = 0.96
± 0.009, P < 0.0001; Fig. 1), as well as marked variation among
lineages. The transcriptomic complexity underlying venoms
varied by a factor of 10 among lineages, with the most complex, the Desert Massasauga Rattlesnake (Sistrurus tergeminus
edwardsii), expressing 45,191 effective k -mers and the simplest,
the South American Rattlesnake (Crotalus durissus terrificus),
expressing only 4,723 effective k -mers. Venom proteomic complexity also varied considerably, with the most complex being the
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Fig. 1. Dated phylogeny of Agkistrodon, Crotalus, and Sistrurus produced using Astral-III and dated with TreePL and fossil calibration. Nodes include 95%
CIs (blue bars) for divergence date estimates, and open circles on nodes indicate posterior support values less than 70%. Bars next to the tips of phylogeny
indicate mean protein complexity of venom samples from each species (dark gray) and mean transcriptome complexity of reads aligning to venom gene
transcript coding regions (light gray). Dashes in place of bars indicate taxa for which venom complexity measures were not available. The scatterplot (Inset)
shows the significant positive relationship between transcriptomic complexity and protein complexity of the venom across species. Crotalus pricei pricei,
Crotalus viridus nuntius, Crotalus cerastes cerastes, and Crotalus scutulatus scutulatus images credit: Travis Fisher (Howard College, San Angelo, TX).

Mottled Rock Rattlesnake (Crotalus lepidus lepidus) with a mean
of 32 effective protein peaks and the simplest being the Tiger
Rattlesnake (Crotalus tigris), having only 8 effective peaks on
average. Ancestral state reconstructions using the ace function in
ape version 5 (54) indicate intermediate protein (22.3 peaks) and
transcriptomic complexity (28,751 effective k-mers) in the common ancestor of Agkistrodon and rattlesnakes, suggesting that
evolution toward both simpler and more complex venoms has
occurred over time (SI Appendix, Fig. S5).

Phylogenetic Diet Diversity Predicts Venom Complexity. Snake

species ranged widely in both the simple species diversity (measured as effective number of species) and MPD of prey consumed.
Prey species diversity ranged from 2.9 to 15 (mean = 6.7) effective species, while prey MPD ranged from 118 to 731 (mean =
365) million years of divergence (Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Fig. S6).
The observed variation in both venom proteomic and
transcriptomic complexity was modeled best by prey MPD
across all alternative phylogenetic trees used to represent this
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Fig. 2. Phylogenetic diversity of all prey species used to calculate diet diversity. Topology was produced by joining published supertrees (50–53) using
divergence dates from TimeTree.org (52). The pie chart (Top Left) shows the overall percentage of recorded snake stomach contents belonging to each prey
taxa, and the pie chart colors correspond to colors on the prey phylogeny. Tracks outside the tree represent the diet composition of species with the lowest
(blue), nearest to average (orange), and highest (red) phylogenetic diet diversity, as measured by standardized MPD. Gray dashed lines on track mark 50%
of the diet. Insets show three representative HPLC chromatograms of a venom sample from these snake lineages with absorbance values standardized to the
tallest peak in each sample and a density plot of all species’ mean HPLC complexity values for which diet data were also tabulated, with values for species
featured in chromatograms marked with vertical lines and color-coded as for diet tracks.

relationship (change in sample-size corrected Akaike Information Criterion [∆AICc ] > 2 for all MPD models compared to
complementary species diversity models; Table 1). Furthermore,
the MPD models were significantly better fits to the data compared with intercept-only null phylogenetic generalized least
squares (pgls) models (∆AICc > 2), suggesting neutral evolution alone does not explain variation in venom complexity.
Together with positive slopes for the relationship between venom
4 of 10 | PNAS
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2015579118

complexity and MPD (Fig. 3), model selection supports the phylogenetic diversity hypothesis for the evolution of more complex
venom traits across these predators. For brevity, we discuss pgls
analyses using our Astral-III species tree here, with replicate
analyses using other phylogenetic hypotheses reported in Table
1. Venom proteomic complexity and MPD were positively correlated (β = 0.73, R 2 = 0.17, T 2,26 = 2.3, P = 0.028; Figs. 2 and
3), but we did not detect a significant association between species
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0.007
0.004
0.003

Each model is tested across four trees: two from this study, one from
Alencar et al. (55), and one from Blair et al. (56). The P values are shown for
diet terms in species diversity (Sp. Div.) and MPD models.

diversity and venom protein complexity (β = −0.43, R2 = 0.07,
T 2,26 = −1.3, P = 0.18). MPD also predicted venom transcriptomic complexity (R2 = 0.25, T 2,26 = 2.9, P = 0.007; Fig. 3). We
also did not detect a significant relationship between raw species
diversity and venom transcriptomic complexity (β = −216.2,
R2 = 0.006, T 2,26 = −0.42, P = 0.68).
To assess the robustness of our results to other phylogenetic hypotheses, we used the phylogenies of Blair et al. (56)
and Alencar et al. (55). This required that we recalculate our
estimates of venom complexity and diet diversity using their lineage assignments. Prey MPD again remained the best model
of both proteomic and transcriptomic complexity in these tests
as well (Table 1), demonstrating robustness of our result using
alternative summations of both diet and trait data.
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4

prey phylogenetic diversity better reflects functional diversity in
prey than does raw species diversity using amino acid sequence
variation in homologous venom targets of different prey. We
compiled available amino acid sequences for eight different
coagulation cascade proteins targeted by SVSPs (57): FV, FVIII,
FXIII, prothrombin, kininogen, fibrinogen, plasminogen, and
protein C (Dataset S8). We generated gene trees for each protein
and used these to recalculate mean phylogenetic distances for
each snake as a mean coagulation cascade distance (MCCD) in
amino acid substitutions per site (SI Appendix, Methods). Across
the snake species, MPD was strongly correlated with MCCD
(R2 = 70%, P < 0.001; SI Appendix, Fig. S7A), whereas prey
species diversity was significantly but considerably less strongly

20000

Venom Proteome Complexity

Diet Diversity Predicts Expressed Complexity in Three Venom Gene
Families. We next assessed the relationship between venom tran-

Prey Phylogenetic Diversity Predicts Amino Acid Divergence in Key
Venom Targets. Lastly, we performed a direct test of whether

p = 0.007
R 2 = 0.25
−4

−2
0
2
Standardized MPD

4

Fig. 3. Relationship between species diversity (effective number of species) (Left) or MPD (Right) and proteomic complexity (Top) or transcriptomic
complexity (Bottom) of all sequencing reads mapping to coding regions of venom gene transcripts.
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Null

scriptomic complexity and phylogenetic diversity of prey at the
gene family level for the four largest venom gene families in
viper venoms (SVMPs: mean sequence length = 1,641 base pairs
[bp]; snake venom serine proteases [SVSPs]: mean sequence
length = 783 bp; PLA2 : mean sequence length = 418 bp; and
C-type lectins [CTLs]: mean sequence length = 463 bp). These
analyses permitted an assessment of levels of heterogeneity in
the relationships between transcriptomic complexity and MPD
among gene families, while controlling for average transcript
length based on similar lengths of transcripts from a single gene
family. Significant positive relationships between transcriptomic
complexity and MPD were found for the SVMP gene family
(R2 = 0.32, T 2,26 = 3.5, P = 0.002; Fig. 4), the SVSP gene family (R2 = 0.32, T 2,26 = 3.5, P = 0.002), and the PLA2 gene
family (R2 = 0.20, T 2,26 = 2.5, P = 0.018). The CTL gene
family, however, did not show a significant association between
MPD and transcriptomic complexity (T 2,26 = −0.71, P = 0.48).
Parsing transcriptomic complexity by gene family in this way
demonstrates an evolutionary response to selection from more
phylogenetically diverse prey occurs across several gene families.

Venom Proteome Complexity

Table 1. Model comparison via AICc of prey species diversity and
prey MPD as predictors of venom transcript complexity
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Fig. 4. Boxplots of transcriptomic complexity estimates (Top Left) and proportion of venom reads mapped for each gene family (Top Right). Scatterplots
show relationships between transcriptomic complexity and MPD for the four most prevalent gene families in the venoms of viperid snakes.
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associated with MCCD (R2 = 30%, P = 0.002). Prey MCCD was
also a significant predictor of SVSP transcriptome complexity
(R2 = 26%, P = 0.006; SI Appendix, Fig. S7B), as would be predicted under the hypothesis that MCCD is the source of selection
maintaining complexity in SVSPs. Thus, prey MPD relates more
strongly to protein sequence diversity in functionally important
venom targets than does prey species diversity, and amino acid
sequence diversity in specific venom targets has power to predict
venom complexity.
Discussion
Snake venom complexity evolves in association with the phylogenetic diversity of snake diets, with the evolution of both
simpler and more complex venoms over time. Our work builds
upon previous findings linking categorically defined taxonomic
diet breadth and venom trait complexity in several important
ways (25, 26). First, our study system allowed testing of multiple alternative hypotheses for the link between dietary ecology
and venom complexity. By revealing a continuous, linear rela6 of 10 | PNAS
https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2015579118

tionship between venom complexity and MPD, our results argue
that the amount of divergence among prey species matters
for the evolution of targeted venoms, rather than only differences among differences among prey species or major taxonomic
groups, regardless of their phylogenetic relatedness (24, 26).
Also, densely sampling this relatively young clade of snakes
showed how the effective complexity of venom has doubled (or
been halved) largely within the past million years, with several
stark examples of closely related species exhibiting marked variation in venom complexity. These insights were prevented by
the sporadic sampling of more ancient families (Conid snails)
(24) or orders (Spiders or Snakes) (25, 26). Second, we show
that the relationship between diet diversity and venom complexity involves the parallel evolution of complexity levels within
multiple independent venom gene families.
We argue that prey phylogenetic diversity likely predicts the
evolution of venom complexity because of the subtle variation in conserved toxin targets that has arisen during prey
species’ divergence. The targets of venom mediate fundamental
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et al. (43) hypothesized that lineage-specific gene loss in rattlesnakes could be due to selective screening of genes that remain
functional during niche differentiation. Our results support this
notion, suggesting that expression of complex sets of SVMPs
and PLA2 s, as well as SVSPs, are perhaps best maintained by
the balancing selection of an evolutionarily diverse diet. Thus,
selection for more complex venoms, rather than merely increasing expression to produce more of the same functional toxin
(77), is a likely key for the maintenance of large venom gene
families.
The lack of a relationship between CTL expressed transcriptomic complexity and MPD suggests heterogeneity in the
response to selection from diet across gene families. Two major
differences between CTLs and the other venom gene families
standout: They function only as multimeric heterodimers and act
not as enzymes but instead bind to platelet receptors such as
von Willebrand factor (vWF) or GP1b (78, 79). Forming quaternary structures and ligand-binding sites composed of multiple
protein chains can constrain rates of protein evolution (80, 81),
but levels of extant variation are likely not an issue given similar levels of variation in sequence complexity between PLA2 s
and CTLs. The CTLs may also be influenced by their function in
defense against coevolving predators. Opossums (Didelphidae)
are known to feed on pitvipers, including rattlesnakes, and these
mammals have coevolved resistance to CTLs by rapid evolution of the binding sites on the vWF (71). Different evolutionary
dynamics among toxin classes are not unprecedented, occurring
among phytochemical toxin classes in parsnip plants coevolving with webworms (20). We provide an example of multigene
protein families with such class-specific evolutionary dynamics.
Broadly, the extension of our results to three of the four
gene families tested highlights a variable response to ecologically
mediated selection across multiple unlinked genomic regions,
as these gene families occur on different chromosomes (82).
There is mounting evidence that venom varies in a modular
fashion, with separate functional units composed of proteins
from multiple families (83–85). Under the simplest scenario,
a module of SVMP, SVSP, and PLA2 genes might exist for
phylogenetically clustered prey guilds, such as reptiles or mammals, and simplified diets may lead to the underexpression or
genomic deletion of entire sets of genes as balancing selection
wanes. The k -mer approach measured expressed gene sequence
as unique strings of 60 bases and their relative abundance, with
the benefit of quantifying sequence complexity free of a reference. However, this approach is limited by its inability to parse
the contributions of coding sequence length, counts of paralogs,
and expression variation to the complexity scores generated. The
increasing availability of whole-genome sequence data combined
with functional characterization of venom paralogs will be crucial for testing, in a comparative framework, the relative roles
of gene copy number variation, allelic variation, and expression
variation (31, 86, 87) in forming modular responses to diverse
prey species.
The primary contribution of our study is showing that in the
context of species interactions, it is the nature (in the form of
phylogenetic diversity) rather than the number (species diversity
alone) of prey species that predicts molecular trait complexity. The evolutionary trends we have quantified suggest that
molecular trait complexity evolves and is maintained by ecological generalism (16, 17), specifically elevating phylogenetic
generalism as a selection pressure. The phylogenetic context for
dietary generalism, where functional and/or physiological variation accumulates with distance between taxa, can help explain
important global trends in biological diversity. For example, the
negative relationship between dietary species diversity of herbivorous insects and the species richness of plant families (88) can
be explained by the existence of speciose but chemically similar plant clades. Our results lead us to predict areas of higher
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physiological processes, such as members of the coagulation cascade, ion channels, or receptors, to confer lethality (23, 58). Since
the evolution of extant tetrapods, only one duplication and one
loss of a coagulation factor has occurred (35). Although their
presence is conserved, we showed that a snake species’ prey
MPD predicts prey MCCD based on homologs of coagulation
factors. There are well-documented functional consequences of
coagulation factor sequence variation for their interaction with
heterologous proteins (59) that may extend to SVSPs in snake
predators. While SVSP specificity for divergent coagulation factor homologs is largely unexplored in vivo, sequence variation
in other conserved proteins, such as ion channels (60) and nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (61), carries functional relevance for
taxonomic specificity of some venoms.
Consistent with the hypothesis that prey phylogenetic divergence is associated with the accrual of functionally relevant
changes in venom targets, snake venom potency decreases with
increasing phylogenetic distance from natural prey (62, 63) and
taxonomic breadth in a snakes’ diet predicts venom that is highly
lethal to a more diverse set of prey (64). These trends in toxicity combined with the relationships between venom complexity
and MPD/MCCD shown here suggest phylogenetic generalism
in dietary preference selects for venom proteins with taxonomic
specificity. The result is a continuum from simple venoms in
phylogenetic specialists and complex venoms in phylogenetic
generalists (65, 66). The taxonomic specificity of procoagulant
SVMP paralogs from B. neuwiedi (34) and the differential lethality of three-finger toxin paralogs in S. sulphureus (33) provide
concrete examples where evolving more venom complexity facilitates venom function to disrupt physiological targets in phylogenetically distinct prey (34). We hypothesize that such functional
specialization explains much of the results shown in the present
paper.
The evolutionary outcomes of species interactions are dependent on several contextual factors (67), where communities of
varying diversity represent some, but not all, of that context.
While unmeasured processes likely play a role in the evolution of
trait complexity in this system, based on R 2 , MPD explains a substantial portion of the variation in venom complexity. One caveat
of our approach is that both diet and venom composition can vary
among populations of snakes (68–70). Diet studies used here varied in geographic scale from single locations to whole species
ranges. Similarly, while we controlled for ontogenetic variation
in venoms by sampling adult animals, population-level variation
is undoubtedly undersampled. It is possible that matched localities between diet and venom sampling would measure an even
stronger relationship between prey MPD and venom complexity,
assuming intraspecific venom local adaptation (30, 31). Future
work estimating geographic and temporal variation in prey availability could address if long-term stable trends in prey diversity
are reflected in evolved venom complexity. Other key processes
include coevolution with resistant prey (30, 31), which can accelerate the evolution of traits (45), and defense against a snake’s
predators (58, 71). We suggest that the phylogenetic diversity
of snake prey communities exerts selection on venom complexity levels broadly to form patterns that are modulated by other
evolutionary processes (72–75).
The SVMP, SVSP, PLA2 , and CTL venom gene families
evolved before the divergence of vipers from other snakes (76).
Hence, our study evaluates the evolution of expressed complexity since divergence from a common ancestor where all these
proteins were present. Giorgianni et al. (77) recently showed
the rapidity of SVMP gene family expansion and contraction in
Crotalus, where counts of distinct SVMP paralogs in a tandem
array can range between 5 and 30 (77), and hypothesized a role
for positive selection in expansion. Similarly, rattlesnake venom
PLA2 s have been previously hypothesized to have evolved from
an ancestral set of seven genes in a tandem array (43). Dowell

community phylogenetic diversity will produce more complex
defense traits on average within a community. Indeed, taxa ranging from invertebrates to plants tend to be better chemically
defended against multiple enemies in the tropics (89), where
phylogenetic diversity also happens to be highest in many taxa
(90, 91). Overall, our results suggest the following general principle governing trait evolution in the planet’s entangled bank: In a
given ecological community, species’ phylogenetic diversity plays
a large role in shaping the evolutionary trajectory of complex
traits of community members.
Materials and Methods
Sample Collection and Transcriptome Analyses. Snakes were collected from
the field in numerous localities across the United States, Mexico, and Brazil
(Dataset S2 A and B). Venom was collected from each snake for proteomic
analysis and venom glands were dissected 4 d post-venom collection for RNA
sequencing. Transcriptomes were assembled following Holding et al. (92).
See SI Appendix, Methods for full details.
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Phylotranscriptomic Analysis of Nontoxin Genes. We extracted nontoxin coding regions from the Trinity assembly of a subsample of up to five individuals
of each known lineage within our sampled transcriptomes (169 individuals from the 68 focal taxa and 6 individuals comprising 6 outgroup taxa)
using BUSCO version 3.0.1 (93, 94) searches against the “tetrapoda odb9”
set of 3,950 genes from OrthoDB (95). BUSCO identified 3,633 of these
genes as “complete and single copy” sequences in at least one individual. We produced alignments of each BUSCO locus using MAFFT version
7.313 (96, 97) with the GINSI algorithm to prevent overalignment: “mafft
–adjustdirectionaccurately –allowshift –unalignlevel 0.8 –leavegappyregion
–maxiterate 10.” Alignments were trimmed using trimAl version 1.4.15
(98) using the “automated1” setting, manually inspected alignments in
Geneious version 10.2.4 (https://www.geneious.com), kept loci present in at
least 50% of samples for phylogenetic analysis. This resulted in 1,525 loci
totaling 1,997,137 bp.
We used RAxML version 8.2.10 (99) to infer a best tree estimate for each
gene based on 100 independent searches and a GTRGAMMA model. Nodal
support values for the best tree estimate were attained through 1,000 bootstrap replicates. The best tree for each gene was then used as input for
species-tree inference in Astral-III version 5.6.1 (100). Gene tree nodes with
less than 10% bootstrap support were collapsed to polytomies (101), and we
incorporated multiple individuals per lineage in species-tree inference (102).
To estimate divergence dates with credibility intervals, we dated our trees
with the autocorrelated relaxed clock based on the penalized-likelihood
approach as implemented in TreePL (103) (see SI Appendix, Methods for
more details).
Measuring Toxin Transcriptomic Complexity. We quantified expressed venom
gene transcriptomic complexity by developing a k-mer–based measure similar to those used in assessments of microbial community diversity (104),
counting appearances of all unique k = 60 bp sequences in the subset of
venom-gland RNA-seq reads mapping to venom gene transcripts. Venom
k-mer complexity is unaffected by known sources of bias in venom studies
attempting to call paralogs versus alleles and filter chimeric assemblies in
large, rapidly diverging multigene families (92). We first identified assembled contigs containing toxin sequences using Basic Local Alignment Search
Tool (BLAST) (105) searches (blastn) (e = 10−8 ) against a curated set of 804
viperid toxin coding sequences (CDSs) spanning the known viperid venom
gene families. We also used this curated set of coding sequences to calculate
the mean sequence length of the SVMP, SVSP, PLA2 , and CTL gene families. Portions of contigs with a BLAST hit to a toxin CDS were concatenated
into a master database of all 191 adult snakes sampled, creating a comprehensive database of sampled toxin sequence diversity across Agkistrodon,
Crotalus, and Sistrurus. We then used the mem algorithm within bwa (106)
to align the cleaned reads from each sample to this master database, providing us with the set of reads that align to toxins for each snake. We
randomly sampled 4 million toxin reads per snake using seqtk (107) to
standardize sampled reads per individual and then used the count utility
in Jellyfish version 2.2.1 (108) to count all unique 60-mers in the sampled
toxin reads. Finally, we used the 60-mer counts to calculate expressed toxin
P
sequence complexity as the Shannon Diversity Index [H = − si=1 pi ln(pi )]
of the k-mer count table from Jellyfish, where i is the ith k-mer and pi is
the proportion of all k-mers counted comprising k-mer i. Shannon’s H was
translated to effective number of k-mer as exp(H) for downstream analyses
(109). These transcriptomic complexity measurements were robust to shorter
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and longer k-mer sizes (SI Appendix, Fig. S8), and simulated transcriptomes
showed they are sensitive to single mutations and small changes in expression and gene copy number (SI Appendix, Methods and Fig. S9). Variance in
these transcriptome complexity scores was not clearly associated with sample size and showed significant variation among lineages (SI Appendix, Fig.
S10). We therefore used the mean transcriptomic complexity value for each
lineage in downstream comparative analyses, with sample size ranging from
1 to 17 individuals (mean = 2.8 individuals).
Measuring Venom Phenotypic Complexity. To measure phenotypic complexity, we subjected 155 whole venom samples to HPLC on a Shimadzu
Prominence HPLC System (Shimadzu Scientific Instruments). We measured
absorbance at 220 nm for 140 min (see SI Appendix, Methods for full analytical run parameters) and used the Chromatopac feature in the Lab Solutions
version 5.92 software (Shimadzu) to call HPLC peaks between 10 and 125
min, where peaks generally represent separate venom protein classes or isoforms. We retained all called peaks contributing at least 0.2% of total peak
area and then recalculated the proportional area of each peak on the final
peak set. Venom protein complexity was then calculated by using the area
of each HPLC peak as input into the equation for Shannon’s H Index, where
pi was the proportional area of peak i, and converting H to effective number of protein peaks as exp(H). We used the mean protein complexity value
for each lineage in downstream analyses, with sample size ranging from 1
to 5 individuals (mean = 2.1).
Measuring Snake Diet Diversity. We measured diet diversity by collating published gut content data from Agkistrodon, Crotalus, and Sistrurus (Dataset
S1 A and B). We tabulated counts of prey items identified to the species
level. If prey were identified only to the genus level or higher, the counts
of these prey items were proportionally distributed among the prey identified to species. For example, if a diet study included 3 entries—3 Peromyscus
sp., 10 Peromyscus leucopus, and 5 Peromyscus maniculatus—we would proportionally assign the 3 genus-level observations among the species-level
observations, resulting in 12 P. leucopus and 6 P. maniculatus as input to
later analysis. Some sampled diet species were not present in available vertebrate phylogenies, and counts of these prey species were assigned to the
nearest congener present in the phylogeny. To control for different prey
sample size in diet studies, we generated 1,000 random subsamples for 15
prey items. These species and count data were used to calculate Shannon’s
H Index of snake diet diversity, where pi was the proportion of all diet items
composed of species i, and H was converted to effective number of prey
species as exp(H). The mean effective number of species from the 1,000
subsamples was used as the prey species diversity measure for each snake
lineage. We required at least 10 diet items to be reported in the literature
to consider a snake lineage for comparative analyses, resulting in N = 29
lineages for hypotheses testing.
We incorporated evolutionary distance as a second measure of diet diversity by calculating abundance-weighted MPD of snake diet diversity, using
the ses.mpd function from picante (110). To incorporate phylogeny we generated a combined phylogeny of all listed prey species using published,
dated supertrees for mammals (50), squamate reptiles (53), and amphibians
(51), as well as median node-depth consensus phylogenies for the archosaur
and invertebrate taxa produced using www.timetree.org (52). We united
these separate trees into one at the median node depth for their most
recent common ancestors, again provided by www.timetree.org.
Statistical Analyses. All analyses were conducted in R version 3.6.1 (111). To
calculate phylogenetic signal for our venom complexity metrics, we used
our Astral-III species tree (Fig. 1 and the pmc function in the pmc R package)
(112) with 1,000 bootstraps for confidence intervals. To assess relationships
between each diet complexity measure and each venom complexity measure, we used pgls analyses as implemented in the pgls function of the caper
R package (113), with lambda set to “ML,” various phylogenetic trees named
in Table 1 to accommodate alternative phylogenetic hypotheses, and venom
transcriptomic or proteomic complexity as the dependent variable. The independent variables were prey species diversity or MPD. We conducted our
pgls analyses both with and without the South American rattlesnake C.
durissus terrificus in the dataset, as it presented a large standardized residual (−2.8) and high leverage in having both the simplest transcriptome (SD =
−3.0), simplest proteome (SD = −2.4), and the third lowest MPD of any lineage in our pgls dataset. We thus sought to ensure that our pgls results were
not driven by this datapoint. Regression results were robust to its removal
(SI Appendix, Fig. S11). We present the relationships between venom complexity and diet diversity in the Results section with this lineage removed.
These results are thus unbiased by potential altered relationships between
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